
 

Sapphire Ice The Jewel Trilogy
1 Hallee Bridgeman

Getting the books Sapphire Ice The Jewel
Trilogy 1 Hallee Bridgeman now is not type of
challenging means. You could not without help
going gone ebook growth or library or
borrowing from your connections to right of
entry them. This is an no question simple means
to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This
online message Sapphire Ice The Jewel Trilogy
1 Hallee Bridgeman can be one of the options to
accompany you as soon as having further time.

It will not waste your time. admit me, the e-book
will categorically impression you further event
to read. Just invest little become old to way in
this on-line statement Sapphire Ice The Jewel
Trilogy 1 Hallee Bridgeman as with ease as
review them wherever you are now.

Christmas Star
Sapphire
(Inspirational
Holiday Romance)
Penguin
Gwyneth
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Shepherd's
sophisticated,
beautiful cousin
Charlotte has been
prepared her entire
life for traveling
through time. But
unexpectedly, it is
Gwyneth who in
the middle of class
takes a sudden spin
to a different era!
Gwyneth must
now unearth the
mystery of why
her mother would
lie about her birth
date to ward off
suspicion about
her ability, brush
up on her history,
and work with
Gideon—the time
traveler from a
similarly gifted
family that passes
the gene through
its male line, and

whose presence
becomes, in time,
less insufferable
and more essential.
Together,
Gwyneth and
Gideon journey
through time to
discover who, in
the 18th century
and in
contemporary
London, they can
trust. Kerstin
Gier's Ruby Red is
young adult novel
full of fantasy and
romance.
The Ordinary
Princess
Elenium
(Paperback)
Sparhawk,
who is in
possession
of the
magical
sapphire

that can help
him save
Queen
Ehlana, must
first dodge
the powers
of the evil
god Azash
Fifty Shades of Gravy
A Christian gets
Saucy! Macmillan
He was everything she
wasn't looking for ...
Finding a naked rock
star in my bed was not
how I saw my new life
starting. Especially
when that rock star is
Evan Wyld, guitarist
of the hottest band on
the planet, Dirty
Texas. He looks dirty
as sin with colorful
tattoos, muscles and
piercings in all the
right places. Summer
is about to heat up as I
join Dirty Texas on
their European tour.
She was everything he
wasn't ready for...
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Sienna Hayes is off
limits, but ever since
the blonde bombshell
accidentally climbed
into my bed, I've been
fantasizing about the
ways I could help her
get over her ex. She has
baggage, but I'm
known for being a
good time. Maybe I
can be her rebound,
help put her back
together again. One
little taste can't hurt;
can it?"

Virtues and Valor
#8 (a WWII
serialized story)
Simon and
Schuster
"Bounty hunter
Jake Harlowe
knows how to
track a criminal.
So when a group
of swindled
shareholders hire
him to trail their
former CEO, Jake

expects a quick trip
to the Cayman
Islands to close
another case--until
a devastatingly
beautiful woman
gets in the
way"--Page 4 of
cover.
Jade's Match
(Christian
Romance)
Turtleback
Books
The Third Reich
Seeks to Extract
the Information
She Alone
Knows MARIE
GILBERT and
her elder brother
flee from Vichy
France after the
Gestapo arrest
her father for
suspicion of
aiding Jewish
children to

escape the
oncoming fascist
front. Once in
London, Marie is
recruited into an
experimental all
female cohort
dubbed the
Virtues, a
collection of
seven
extraordinary
women with
highly
specialized skills.
Known only by
her code name,
TEMPERANCE,
she is trained to
operate a
wireless radio
and returns to
her beloved
France. With a
new identity,
Marie
clandestinely
communicates
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vital intelligence
directly back to
Headquarters but
unwillingly
attracts the
attention and
apparent
adoration of a
handsome but
ruthless Nazi
officer,
Oberleutnant
LEOPOLD
SCHÄFER. As
the H-hour to
execute their
daring mission
draws ever
closer, Marie
plays a deadly
game of cat-and-
mouse with the
unrelenting and
merciless young
Lieutenant
Schäfer and the
Nazi soldiers
under his

command.
TEMPERANCE’
S TRIAL is part
one of eight
serialized
novellas entitled
the Virtues and
Valor series.
Seven valorous
women —
different
nationalities,
ethnicities, and
social
backgrounds —
come together as
a team called the
Virtues. In 1941
Great Britain a
special war
department
assembles an
experimental and
exclusively
female cohort of
combat
operatives. Four
willing spies, a

wireless radio
operator, an
ingenious code
breaker, and a
fearless pilot are
each hand-
picked, recruited,
and trained to
initiate a daring
mission in
Occupied
France. As plans
are laid to
engineer the
largest prison
break of Allied
POWs in history,
the Nazis
capture the
Virtues’ radio
operator. It will
take the
cohesive
teamwork of the
rest of the
women to save
her life before
Berlin breaks her
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and brings the
force of the Third
Reich to bear.
Some find love,
some find
vengeance, and
some discover
the kind of
strength that
lives in the
human heart
when all they can
do is rely on
each other and
their shared
belief. Courage,
faith, and valor
intersect but, in
the end, one
pays the ultimate
price. Introducing
the Virtues and
Valor series by
Hallee
Bridgeman. Eight
serialized
novellas, each
inspired by real

people and actual
events, reveal
the incredible
story of amazing
heroines facing
the ultimate test
of bravery. *******
****************
the virtues in
valor series,
virtues in valor,
world war ii,
bridgeman,
christian,
christian fiction,
christian
romance,
contemporary,
contemporary
christian fiction,
contemporary
christian
romance,
contemporary
inspirational
fiction,
contemporary
inspirational

romance, edgy
christian fiction,
edgy christian
romance, edgy
inspirational
fiction, edgy
inspirational
romance, fiction,
hailey
bridgeman, haley
bridgeman, halle
bridgeman,
hallee
bridgeman,
inspirational,
inspirational
christian fiction,
inspirational
fiction,
inspirational
romance, olivia
kimbrell press,
Historical Fiction
Time Periods,
Military & War,
Romance,
Romantic
Heroes,
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Romantic
Themes,
Inspirational,
Military,
Politicans, Spies,
International,
General, navy,
army, soldier,
politician,
Mystery, Thriller
& Suspense
Characters,
Mystery, Thriller
& Suspense,
Mystery, Thriller
& Suspense
Moods, Mystery,
Thriller &
Suspense
Settings, Female
Protagonists,
Mystery, Small
Towns,
Suspense,
Thrillers, Literary
Fiction Themes,
Women's Fiction
Themes, 20th

Century,
Friendship, Love
Stories, Religion,
love, religious,
spiritual, career,
Religion &
Spirituality,
Christian Books
& Bibles,
Spirituality,
Christian Fiction,
Christian Living,
Women, Music,
woman, Family,
Women's
Inspirational,
inspire, inspires,
inspiration,
christian, Hymns,
christians,
christianity, man,
men, Romantic,
Thriller, God,
Jesus, Holy
Spirit, sprititual,
invasion,
traditional
romance,

europe, axis,
allies, nazi,
fascist, fascism,
hitler, occupied
france, france,
germany,
england, london,
paris, berlin,
agents, secret
agents, valor,
virtues, bravery,
oss, wwii, world
war ii, world war
2, heroines,
courage,
intelligence, spy,
espionage,
holocaust, war in
europe, agent
provocateur,
temperance,
hope, charity,
prudence, grace,
mercy, faith, lust,
chastity, purity,
gluttony, self-
restraint, greed,
giving, sloth,
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diligence, wrath,
forgiveness,
composure,
envy, kindness,
pride, humility,
humbleness,
war, warfare,
secret war,
blitzkrieg,
combat, soldiers,
prison,
interrogation,
torture, disguise,
subterfuge,
deception, Louis
Zamperini, Corrie
ten Boom, Anne
Frank, Bodie
Thoene, Brock
Thoene, Tricia
Goyer, Don
Brown, Sarah
Sundin, Stephen
Ambrose,
Unbroken, The
Imitation Game,
The Hiding
Place, Diary of

Anne Frank, Alan
Turing,
The Jewel
Series Book 7
Olivia Kimbrell
Press
Three half-
sisters, Robin,
Maxine, and
Sarah, share
one nightmarish
past. With the
world and the
scars of the past
against them,
can the three of
them find love
and learn to live
a life of faith?
Hallee
Bridgeman's
critically
acclaimed
Christian
anthology,
together in one
book for the first
time. Sapphire

Ice, the new
novella Greater
Than Rubies,
Emerald Fire,
and Topaz Heat.
All uncut and
unabridged.
[Sapphire Ice]
Robin's heart is
as cold as her
deep blue eyes.
After a terrifying
childhood, she
trusts neither
God nor men.
With kindness
and faith, Tony
prays for the
opportunity to
shatter the wall
of ice around her
heart. [Greater
Than Rubies]
Robin plans a
dream-come-true
wedding. Anxiety
arises when she
starts to realize
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the magnitude of
change marriage
will involve.
Forgotten
nightmares
resurface
reminding Robin
of the horrors of
her past. She
gives in to her
insecurities and
cancels Boston's
"Royal
Wedding." With
God's guidance,
will her
bridegroom
convince her of
her true worth?
[Emerald Fire]
Green eyed
Maxine fights
daily to
extinguish the
embers of her
fiery youth.
Barry's faith in
God is deeply

shaken when he
is suddenly
widowed. Only
trusting God can
carry them
through the fire.
[Topaz Heat]
Honey eyed
Sarah
remembers
absolutely
nothing from her
bloodcurdling
younger years.
Derrick fled a
young life of
crime to become
a billionaire's
successful
protege. After
years of ignoring
the heat between
them they
surrender to
love, but must
truly live their
faith to see them
through.

Slightly
Dangerous Dell
MADELINE
VISCOLLI finds
herself on the
Gulf shores of
Alabama, where
she takes part in
a graduate
program to earn
her MBA. On her
first day there,
she meets JOE
WESTCOTT,
team leader for a
campus ministry.
Despite a mutual
attraction, Joe's
personal rule of
no romance with
any student
keeps any kind
of deep
relationship from
developing.Joe
has no desire to
have a
relationship with
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anyone, ever,
anyway. He left a
life of luxury and
his family's
business behind
to live alone on a
sailboat and
serve in ministry.
Then Madeline
walks into the
auditorium the
week school
starts and Joe
suspects his
personal rules
might not apply
to this graduate
student.That is,
until he discovers
Madeline is one
of the Viscollis,
and that her
destiny lay in
running her
father's massive
corporation.
Having rejected
wealth and all its

trappings since
childhood, Joe
finds himself
falling for the
vivacious
sapphire-eyed
beauty. Madeline
knows she loves
Joe, but is not
willing to throw
away her destiny
of taking over at
the helm of
Viscolli
Enterprises.A
Christmas Eve
funeral washes
all Joe's plans
away. Will their
love succomb to
the rising tide
caused by their
differences in
lifestyles, or will
raging seas calm
and allow them
to sail off into the
sunset?

Sapphire Ice Olivia
Kimbrell Press
(TM)
Fifty Shades of
Gravy "a Christian
Gets Saucy!" is a
cookbook
wrapped in a
parody
surrounded by a
comedy with a
tongue firmly
inserted into a
cheek – but the
recipes are
deadly serious
and may leave
readers licking the
gravy boat. Hallee
Bridgeman,
A.K.A. "Hallee the
Homemaker"
rides the gravy
train to triumph
and hilarity with
her premiere
cookbook,
revealing the
secrets of the
penultimate
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comfort food –
gravy. Fifty
Shades of Gravy
"a Christian Gets
Saucy!" is a
cookbook
wrapped in a
parody
surrounded by a
comedy with a
tongue firmly
inserted into a
cheek – but the
recipes are deadly
serious and may
leave readers
licking the gravy
boat. Her famous
whole food, real
food recipes bathe
in luxuriant liquid
comfort with
recipes that are
sure to captivate
and enslave any
audience. Hallee
starts with stocks
and broths and
then explores
every shade of

gravy you can whip
up. Some recipes
are entire meals
and some are
simple sauces
while still others
are gravies served
alongside a
traditional holiday
feast. There are
meaty gravies,
comfort food
gravies, vegan
gravies, gluten-
free gravies, and
even chocolate
gravies! For any
gravy question
you were too
ashamed to ask,
this saucy
Christian shares
the answer
Temperance's
Trial Sunshine,
Seaside &
Sparkles
Three half-sisters,
Robin, Maxine,
and Sarah, share

one nightmarish
past. With the
world and the
scars of the past
against them, can
the three of them
find love and learn
to live a life of
faith?Hallee
Bridgeman's
critically acclaimed
Christian
anthology,
together in one
book for the first
time. Sapphire Ice,
the novella
Greater Than
Rubies, Emerald
Fire, and Topaz
Heat. All works
complete, uncut,
and unabridged.
Sapphire Ice
(Christian
Romance)
Montlake
Romance
To Robin Bartlett,
men were nothing
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more than violent
users. After a hair-
raising childhood,
Robin and her two
younger half
sisters battled
simply to survive.
Determined to
give her sisters a
very different life
from that of their
mother; to never
have to rely on a
man for anything,
she worked two
jobs and put them
both through
college, while
accepting help
from no one. Her
heart had turned
to ice and she had
no use for men or
God. Antonio
“Tony” Viscolli
had grown up on
the streets,
homeless. At
seventeen, he
entered a

downtown church
with the intent of
casing it, but
found himself on
his knees at the
altar. After being
fostered by the
youth minister,
Tony followed
God’s leading and
eventually became
a very successful
and powerful
businessman. In a
fallen world, he
was a gem. When
Tony bought the
restaurant where
Robin bartended,
she immediately
resented his
intrusion into her
well ordered, but
exhausting, life.
She suspected his
offering her
special attention
and constant
kindness was
merely his way of

expecting
something from
her in return,
something she
wasn’t willing to
give. Tony knew
God had led him
to Robin. Would
she ever allow
herself to trust
him? Could she
ever allow herself
to trust God? Or
would the winter of
their tragic youth
rise from the
shadows of the
past and freeze
any chance at
happiness?
***********
bridgeman, clean,
christian, christian
drama, christian
family drama,
christian fiction,
christian love
story, christian
mystery, christian
romance, christian
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romantic mystery,
christian romantic
suspense,
christian romantic
thriller, christian
suspense,
christian thriller,
contemporary,
contemporary
christian,
contemporary
christian fiction,
contemporary
christian romance,
contemporary
christian
suspense,
contemporary
drama,
contemporary
inspirational
fiction,
contemporary
inspirational
romance,
contemporary
inspirational
suspense,
contemporary love
story,

contemporary
suspense, drama,
dramatic christian,
dramatic christian
fiction, dramatic
christian romance,
dramatic christian
suspense,
dramatic
inspirational
fiction, dramatic
inspirational
romance, dramatic
inspirational
suspense,
dramatic love
story, dramatic
suspense, edgy
christian fiction,
edgy christian
romance, edgy
inspirational
fiction, edgy
inspirational
romance, fiction,
God, hailey
bridgeman, haley
bridgeman, halle
bridgeman, hallee
bridgeman, Holy

Spirit, inspirational,
inspirational
christian fiction,
inspirational
fiction,
inspirational
romance,
inspirational
suspense, Jesus,
love, love story,
olivia kimbrell
press, romance,
romantic christian,
romantic christian
fiction, romantic
christian romance,
romantic christian
suspense,
romantic drama,
romantic
inspirational
fiction, romantic
inspirational
suspense,
romantic
inspirational
thriller, romantic
love story,
romantic
suspense,
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romantic themes,
suspenseful
drama, traditional
love story,
traditional
romance,
traditional
suspense, Jewel
Series, Sapphire
Ice, Greater Than
Rubies, Emerald
Fire, Topaz Heat,
Christmas
Diamond,
Christmas Star
Sapphire, Religion
and; Spirituality,
Spirituality,
Protestantism,
Theology, Worship
and; Devotion,
Sacred Writings,
Gifts, Personal
Growth, Women,
Music,
Creationism,
woman, Hebrew
Bible (Old
Testament),
spiritual gift,

Conduct of Life,
Family, Health,
Men's
Inspirational,
Miracles, Personal
Testimonies,
Women's
Inspirational,
Men's Personal
Growth,
Motivational,
Philosophy,
Spiritual Healing,
Transformational,
Women's
Personal Growth,
Evangelical, Life
Application,
inspire, inspires,
inspiration,
christian poetry,
Hymns, christians,
christianity,
creation, spiritual
gifts, man, men,
personal
testimony,
relationship,
Romantic Heroes,
New Adult and;

College, humor,
Beaches, Second
Chances,
Wedding,
Workplace,
General, new
adult, spirit,
Sports, sport,
football, Rich and;
Wealthy,
billionaire,
millionaire, rich,
wealthy, second
chance, Mystery,
Thriller and;
Suspense
Characters,
Mystery, Thriller
and; Suspense,
Mystery, Thriller
and; Suspense
Moods, Mystery,
Thriller and;
Suspense
Settings, Crime,
Thriller and;
Mystery , Female
Protagonists,
Mystery, Urban,
Suspense,
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Murder, Literary
Fiction Themes,
Women's Fiction
Themes, 21st
Century,
Childhood, Alcohol
and; Drug Abuse,
Family Life,
Friendship, Love
Stories, Marriage,
Politics, Religion,
School and;
College, Career
and; Workplace,
Parenthood and;
Children, Dating
and;
Relationships,
Singlehood,
Sisterhood,
Weddings, alcohol
abuse, drug
abuse, religious,
spiritual, career,
working, parent
and children,
dating,
relationships,
single women,
sister,

Corporations,
Romantic,
visionary,
sprititual,
bestselling, best-
selling, award
winning,
acclaimed,
readers choice,
five star, 5 star,
favorite, rags to
riches, cinderella
story, clean best
sellers, clean
books for women,
clean books for
girls, clean books
for teens, clean
romance books,
clean romance
novels, clean
romance stories,
clean romance
free, clean
romance novella,
clean suspense,
Christian fiction
books, Christian
fiction romance,
Christian fiction

romance best
sellers, Christian
fiction romance
books, Christian
fiction mystery and
suspense,
Christian fiction for
women Readers
of Francine Rivers
Redeeming Love
will love this book
Sapphire Blue
Olivia Kimbrell
Press
New York Times
bestselling author
Anne Bishop’s
Black Jewels
novels have
enthralled readers
and critics alike.
Now, in Twilight’s
Dawn, she returns
to the Blood realm
with four
captivating
novellas...
WINSOL GIFTS
Daemon is
settling into his
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first year of
married life with
his Witch Queen
Jaenelle. But as
the celebration of
Winsol draws
near, he finds
himself pulled in
multiple directions
playing host to his
formidable family.
SHADES OF
HONOR When
wounded Surreal
returns to Ebon
Rih, her former
lover Falonar
ruthlessly
challenges the
rule of her family,
testing Surreal’s
resolve not to
succumb to the
darkness burning
inside her.
FAMILY When
someone lays a
vicious trap for
Queen Sylvia and
her sons, the

ruling family of
Dhemlan must
uncover the
identity of a
vicious warlord
before he returns
to finish what he
started. THE
HIGH LORD'S
DAUGHTER After
losing two
important people
in his life, Daemon
has built a wall
around his heart.
But when he
inadvertently
forges a new
connection, will it
be enough to free
him from his
loveless
existence?
A Haven Manor
Novella
Sourcebooks,
Inc.
Margaretta
Fortescue

desperately
needs to
disappear from
London society,
and her only
hope is to follow
the rumors of
another young
woman who
recently made a
life for herself
away from the
glare of society.
Her search leads
her to the market
town of
Marlborough
where, in spite of
her efforts to
avoid attention,
she can't seem
to elude local
solicitor Nash
Banfield. All
Nash wants is a
quiet, sedate
life--no risks or
surprises. When
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Margaretta,
clearly on the run
and unwilling to
answer
questions,
interrupts his
solitude, his
curiosity and his
principles won't
let him leave this
determined
woman without
assistance. But
will discovering
the truth about
Margaretta make
him think twice
about finally
taking a risk on
love? A Search
for Refuge is an
e-only novella
that gives an
exciting
introduction to
Kristi Ann
Hunter's new
Regency

historical
romance series,
Haven Manor!
Includes an
extended excerpt
of the first full-
length novel in
the series, A
Defense of
Honor.
Twilight's Dawn
Simon and
Schuster
AN INSTANT
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER “I
absolutely loved
Invisible Girl—Lisa
Jewell has a way
of combining
furiously twisty,
utterly gripping
plots with
wonderfully rich c
haracterization—sh
e has such
compassion for
her characters,

and we feel we
know them utterly…
A triumph!” —Lucy
Foley, New York
Times bestselling
author The #1
New York Times
bestselling author
of Then She Was
Gone returns with
an intricate thriller
about a young
woman’s
disappearance
and a group of
strangers whose
lives intersect in
its wake. Young
Saffyre Maddox
spent three years
under the care of
renowned child
psychologist Roan
Fours. When Dr.
Fours decides
their sessions
should end,
Saffyre feels
abandoned. She
begins looking for
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ways to connect
with him, from
waiting outside his
office to walking
through his
neighborhood late
at night. She soon
learns more than
she ever wanted
to about Roan and
his deceptively
perfect family life.
On a chilly
Valentine’s night,
Saffyre will
disappear, taking
any secrets she
has learned with
her. Owen Pick’s
life is falling apart.
In his thirties and
living in his aunt’s
spare bedroom,
he has just been
suspended from
his job as a
teacher after
accusations of
sexual misconduct
—accusations he

strongly denies.
Searching for
professional
advice online, he
is inadvertently
sucked into the
dark world of incel
forums, where he
meets a
charismatic and
mysterious figure.
Owen lives across
the street from the
Fours family. The
Fours have a bad
feeling about their
neighbor; Owen is
a bit creepy and
suspect and their
teenaged
daughter swears
he followed her
home from the
train station one
night. Could Owen
be responsible?
What happened to
the beautiful
missing Saffyre,
and does her

disappearance
truly connect them
all? Evocative,
vivid, and
unputdownable,
Lisa Jewell’s
latest thriller is
another “haunting,
atmospheric, stay-
up-way-too-late
read” (Megan
Miranda, New
York Times
bestselling
author).
Sapphire Ice,
Greater Than
Rubies, Emerald
Fire, and Topaz
Heat Multnomah
Gwen's life has
been a
rollercoaster
since she
discovered she
was the Ruby,
the final member
of the secret
time-traveling
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Circle of Twelve.
In between
searching
through history
for the other time-
travelers and
asking for a bit of
their blood
(gross!), she's
been trying to
figure out what
all the mysteries
and prophecies
surrounding the
Circle really
mean. At least
Gwen has plenty
of help. Her best
friend Lesley
follows every
lead diligently on
the Internet.
James the ghost
teaches Gwen
how to fit in at an
eighteenth
century party.
And Xemerius,

the gargoyle
demon who has
been following
Gwen since he
caught her
kissing Gideon in
a church, offers
advice on
everything. Oh,
yes. And of
course there is
Gideon, the
Diamond. One
minute he's very
warm indeed; the
next he's
freezing cold.
Gwen's not sure
what's going on
there, but she's
pretty much
destined to find
out.
The Jewel
Series Olivia
Kimbrell Press
Fall in love with
the beautiful

Jewel Island this
summer, where
the sapphire sea
sparkles, the
golden sun
warms your skin
and the islanders
melt your heart.
From the
bestselling
author of The
Little Village of
Happiness
comes Holly
Martin's most
romantic novel
yet. Aria Philips
has lived on
Jewel Island all
of her life. Even
when her sisters
Clover and Skye
left its stunning
shores for bigger
and better things,
Aria stayed to
help her father
run their family
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hotel. A year after
her father's death
Aria's done
everything she
can to keep
things afloat but
the hotel has
long been
struggling to
make a profit.
With so few
guests Aria risks
losing the only
home she's ever
had. Noah
Campbell earned
his fortune from
making hotels a
success, and he
also just
happens to be
staying on Jewel
Island this
summer. Could
he be the answer
to Aria's
problems? If only
he hadn't kissed

her under the
willow tree the
year before and
never called her
again. It had
been the most
incredible kiss of
her life, but
clearly business
and pleasure
should never be
mixed. As
gorgeous and
charming as
Noah may be,
Aria vows to
keep things
professional
while she seeks
his help. But for
the past year
Noah has been
keeping a secret
and his return to
Jewel Island is
about to change
Aria's life
forever... Soak

up the sun in
Sapphire Bay
with this feel-
good novel you
won't be able to
put down. An
unforgettable
summer
romance perfect
for fans of
Debbie Johnson,
Sarah Morgan
and Jill Mansell
An Aria for Nick
(Christian
Romantic
Suspense) Henry
Holt and
Company (BYR)
"This is the
'redeemed'
version of
Redeeming Love,
published by
Bantam Books in
1991. The original
edition is no
longer
available."--Title
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page verso.
Sapphire and
Rubies
Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
Romance enters
the life of Wulfric
Bedwyn, Duke of
Bewcastle, the
eldest brother and
head of the
Bedwyn family.
By the author of
Slightly
Scandalous and
Slightly Sinful.
Reprint.
The Jewel
Series Bundle 1
Olivia Kimbrell
Press
The men in
unbeliever Robin
Bartlett's life
have only ever
been users.
Believer Tony

Viscolli's arrival
and relentless
interest in Robin
both infuriates
and intrigues her.
Redeeming Love
Olivia Kimbrell
Press
Strangers meet
during an
unexpected
layover. Hours
later, their hearts
sing a
harmonious duet.
Melody Mason
finds James
Montgomery
sincere, honest,
and keenly
intelligent with a
tenderness that
contradicts his
broad stature.
Melody lifts
James from the
depths of all-
consuming grief
for the first time
since his wife’s

murder. Uncannily,
they learn that
they share much
in common. They
begin to wonder
whether God
brought them
together. Though
determined to
unite, sinister
events take an
ominous turn. The
couple won’t even
see each other for
four long years.
Melody rises to
stardom as
America’s newest
Country Music
sensation while
James brings a
billion dollar
technological
breakthrough
within reach. The
two finally reunite
and find the
connection
between them has
only grown
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stronger in tempo,
joining them like
notes in a
symphony. But
once more, a
terrifying hidden
truth secretly
sneers at their
hopes for
happiness. After
so long apart, the
couple must work
in close concert.
They have to put
all their faith in
God as they solve
the deadly
mystery that ties
their lives
inexplicably
together time and
again.
*****************
bridgeman,
christian, christian
drama, christian
family drama,
christian fiction,
christian love
story, christian

mystery, christian
romance, christian
romantic mystery,
christian romantic
suspense,
christian romantic
thriller, christian
suspense,
christian thriller,
contemporary,
contemporary
christian,
contemporary
christian fiction,
contemporary
christian romance,
contemporary
christian
suspense,
contemporary
drama,
contemporary
inspirational
fiction,
contemporary
inspirational
romance,
contemporary
inspirational
suspense,

contemporary love
story,
contemporary
suspense, drama,
dramatic christian,
dramatic christian
fiction, dramatic
christian romance,
dramatic christian
suspense,
dramatic
inspirational
fiction, dramatic
inspirational
romance, dramatic
inspirational
suspense,
dramatic love
story, dramatic
suspense, edgy
christian fiction,
edgy christian
romance, edgy
inspirational
fiction, edgy
inspirational
romance, fiction,
God, hailey
bridgeman, haley
bridgeman, halle
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bridgeman, hallee
bridgeman, Holy
Spirit,
inspirational,
inspirational
christian fiction,
inspirational
fiction,
inspirational
romance,
inspirational
suspense, Jesus,
love, love story,
olivia kimbrell
press, romance,
romantic christian,
romantic christian
fiction, romantic
christian romance,
romantic christian
suspense,
romantic drama,
romantic
inspirational
fiction, romantic
inspirational
suspense,
romantic
inspirational
thriller, romantic

love story,
romantic
suspense,
romantic themes,
suspenseful
drama, traditional
love story,
traditional
romance,
traditional
suspense, atlanta,
Georgia, stalker,
corporate
espionage,
elaborate scheme,
country music
star, megastar,
espionage, music
tour, music
business, murder,
Kosovo, crime,
passion, broken
engagement, love
at first sight,
southern romance,
violence
Emerald Fire
(Christian
Romance) Baker
Books

Sapphire Ice
(Christian
Romance)Jewel
Series Volume
1Olivia Kimbrell
Press
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